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works of interpretation.
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Preface

This book is a tribute to John Morrill by a number of his former students,
published to coincide with John’s sixty-fifth birthday, an appropriate
moment to celebrate his extraordinary achievements as a teacher and
scholar.

It is very difficult to capture the career and influence of such an eminent
and influential figure, but a crucial feature of John’s contribution is that
it has been made not simply through his own writing but across a much
broader front, particularly through his teaching and wider advocacy for
both his field and his profession. This volume is edited by two of his
former students, and all the contributions are written by his students
engaging with central themes in his work; that is, we hope, a fitting way
to mark this distinctive contribution.

John’s teaching has always moved in step with his research interests.
His advanced courses engaged successively with the study of English gov-
ernment, the British problem, the life and reputation of Oliver Cromwell
and latterly with the Irish rebellion of 1641, while his outline courses
followed a similar trajectory, also taking in his thesis about the religious
roots of seventeenth-century political conflict. Always the concern with
personalities came through, sometimes explicitly, as in a 1995 course on
‘Stuart politics and personalities: eight case studies’. The overview of
John’s published work offered in the introduction therefore summarizes
an oeuvre that has unfolded in symbiosis with the teaching that means
so much to him.

Just as John has always sought to communicate the subject as widely
as possible, not least in his tireless work for the Royal Historical Society,
the Historical Association and the Cromwell Association, so much of his
writing seeks to make the fruits of his research available to the general
reader and the student. This is most apparent in his works of synthesis,
such as his chapter for the Oxford Illustrated History of Britain (1984)
– reprinted in 2000 as Stuart Britain: A Very Short Introduction – or The
Oxford Illustrated History of Tudor and Stuart Britain (1996). John has often
consciously written for a student readership, as in the book on Charles I

xi
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xii Preface

which he co-authored with Christopher Daniels in 1988. Indeed, he was
first attracted to the idea of writing The Revolt of the Provinces, a book
which has exercised a huge influence on research in this field, because
he ‘wanted to write a book that would be read first and foremost by
students, while being research-rooted’.

Just as importantly for our current purposes, John has exercised a
significant influence on the field through his postgraduate teaching: he
has in fact supervised well over one hundred graduate students. Those
taught by him have all responded to his own passion for history, as well
as his exacting and rigorous scholarly standards. In this case, however,
his teaching has not directly mirrored his research agenda; indeed, the
diversity of his graduate students, in terms of personality, interests or
methodology, is possibly the greatest tribute to his success. John has never
sought to impose his own interests on his students, much less form any
kind of ‘school’, but rather to guide each student to develop their own
understanding of the past, to make sense of it in their own particular
way, and to find their own scholarly voice. It is in that sense that his
postgraduate teaching has marched in close step with his approach to the
past.

We could not, of course, include contributions from all of John’s stu-
dents. To narrow it down, we identified those who fulfilled each of the fol-
lowing criteria: that John had been the sole supervisor of their Cambridge
Ph.D.; that after the Ph.D. they had published at least one monograph;
and that they hold, or have held, a permanent position in a university
history department. All those who met these requirements were invited
to contribute, and this volume is the result. The resulting essays, like
John’s own work, range widely across the period, from Smith’s examina-
tion of Sir Benjamin Rudyerd to Scott’s reinterpretation of Harrington;
across the political spectrum from Milton’s sensitive reading of Royalist
counsel to Orr’s insights into the political thinking of John Lilburne; and
across the three kingdoms, with Kim’s analysis of the Scottish Prayer
Book, McCafferty’s study of the memorialization of dead Irish bishops
and Braddick’s analysis of the relationship between mobilization and
political argument at the outbreak of war in England. But they all engage
with a central theme – the way in which individuals experienced the
momentous events of mid-seventeenth-century Britain – a theme which
engages with John’s own work and in particular with his preoccupation
with reconstructing the lived experience of individual people.

John’s concern for the people of the past is mirrored by his concern
for those of the present. We have all benefited from John’s friendship
and loyalty as well as from his selfless devotion to the pursuit of history
and the immense generosity with which he shares his learning and ideas.
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Preface xiii

We are therefore delighted to include a personal tribute from one of
John’s closest friends within the historical profession, Mark Kishlansky
of Harvard University, which brings to life the manifold contributions
to the profession of this deeply humane man. This book is dedicated to
John, with gratitude, affection and admiration.

michael j . braddick

david l . smith
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JSM
A tribute to a friend

Mark A. Kishlansky

I

I first met John Morrill in February 1974. David Underdown had
arranged lunch with Christopher Hill and we arrived on the Oxford train
an hour before the appointed time. Underdown led me over Worces-
ter bridge and on to Broad Street. But instead of turning into Balliol
he took me through an almost unseen gate that led to the warren of
buildings that comprised Trinity College. We entered one of them; he
knocked at a door, and upon a muffled response opened it. Behind bil-
lows of pipe smoke sat John Morrill at work on a thick stack of papers.
When he saw David his face lit up with a smile of almost preternatural
warmth, his eyes revealing genuine pleasure at Underdown’s unexpected
arrival. I crossed the threshold hesitantly since I still had no idea as to
the purpose of our detour. In his usual laconic way Underdown simply
said, ‘you two should know each other’, and pronounced our names,
Morrill’s resonating immediately in my historiographical memory, mine
as yet meaningless to him. John regretted, as he would habitually in future
years, that he was pressed for time, but immediately made us welcome.
After an exchange of pleasantries with Underdown he turned his atten-
tion to me and asked what I was working on. I delivered a hundred-word
synopsis of my doctoral research (which, further pared, made its way
into a footnote in The Revolt of the Provinces the next year). John asked
a question or two, looked at his watch and put on his gown to go off to
teach. But as he was ushering us out he said to me, ‘You must come back
and visit again. We have much to talk about.’

Such perfunctory invitations occur hundreds of times in one’s life –
‘come see me in Vienna’; ‘if you are ever in Portland’ – and almost
never are they taken up. For some inexplicable reason I felt a sincerity
in his casual remark and the next time I was in Oxford I found my
way to his Trinity rooms where this time the electric smile and warm
welcome were for me. As he predicted, we had much to talk about,
though the pressure of John’s impossibly overbooked schedule always

xvii
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xviii Mark A. Kishlansky

hurried along these early conversations. But the intellectual engagement
and conviviality were never feigned and I left each encounter eager for
the next.

I returned to America to write my thesis while John braved a job
market that had suddenly collapsed. He had not originally aspired to an
academic career; indeed, his initial goal was to become a prison governor,
an ambition wryly recalled by his daughters during what they described
as their periods of incarceration. But an early encounter with R. N. Dore
turned his talents and energies to history. A British historian entering
the profession in the early 1970s had few opportunities and could not
rely on talent alone. Many of John’s contemporaries had either bolted
for America or were attempting to. The British market was still regulated
through the iron hand of patronage, and here John was disadvantaged.
He had studied with J. P. Cooper, a man of immense learning but few
students. At Oxford Christopher Hill and Hugh Trevor-Roper brokered
power; at Cambridge Jack Plumb and Geoffrey Elton did it. All were
masters of the game. They moved their students around the academic
checkerboard, kinging the favourites and sacrificing the others.

John’s anxiety, expressed in his first letters to me, was genuine and
clear-eyed. He thought he was unlikely to survive this four-fronted war.
But then he caught a break. Trevor-Roper had already placed both of
his newly minted students when a job opened late in the hiring season at
Stirling University in Scotland. Not content to have taken that year’s two
plum positions he sought someone to back for the third. This turned out
to be John (Cooper had been Trevor-Roper’s steadfast ally in the gentry
controversy, in which Trevor-Roper’s thesis of the declining ‘mere’ gentry
was supported by Cooper’s extensive research). Thus was launched the
academic career of John Morrill, albeit at a fledgling university in a
different university system. The following year fortune smiled again in the
same manner. An opening occurred at Oxford and Trevor-Roper secured
it for one of his protégés, who in turn vacated a teaching fellowship at
Selwyn College, Cambridge. This post had its obvious attractions, but
it came without tenure. In those days a college teaching fellowship was
either associated with an anticipated vacancy for a university lectureship
or ran for a fixed term. Not only was the Selwyn position unattached to
any foreseeable opening, but also John would be second in seniority if any
unexpectedly arose. So the decision to move his family from the security
of Scotland to the uncertainty of Cambridge in 1975 was a spin of the
roulette wheel. Sure enough, his number came up. The young scholar
senior to him moved to America and shortly afterward an unexpected
departure suddenly created a vacancy for a university lectureship. His
nearly half-century at Cambridge had begun.
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If the beginning of his career can be attributed in part to chance, its
prospering was the product of ambition and a willingness to take risks.
These qualities constantly marked his scholarship and his professional
accomplishments. He may seem an example of Cromwell’s dictum – ‘no
one rises so high as he who knows not whither he is going’ – but like the
Lord Protector, whom he so admires, he has an iron rod of determination
that keeps him on course as the winds blow.

The story of John and the lobster may illustrate the point. John loves
lobsters. Over the decades we have used lobster dinners to celebrate
whatever triumphs have come our way and I frequently entice him to
visit Boston with news of the year’s bounteous catch and low prices.
Lobsters in Britain were a rare indulgence and John could seemingly
remember every occasion on which he had been served one. I learned
that we shared this culinary passion when John told me a story about
his days as a research fellow at Trinity College. It was this occasion that
provided me with the parable for his career.

We were idly swapping anecdotes about awkward situations that we
had experienced when suddenly the conversation turned deadly earnest.
‘I remember the most traumatic social situation I have ever encountered’,
he began. ‘To this day, I feel badly about what I did.’ I suppose this is
why seats have edges, and my piqued interest overcame his reluctance
to tell the tale. ‘I was the second most junior member of college, below
the salt as we say. When dining we sat in strict order of seniority and
I always sat but one from the end. This occasion was my first college
gaudy, a celebration in which the senior members treat themselves to the
fine wines in the cellars and the best meal the college cook can provide.
Everyone appears in evening dress, there are all manner of formal and
informal toasts, and the general conviviality of a fellowship is shared.
I looked forward to it for weeks, especially after I discovered that my
favourite food, lobster, was on the menu. Not only did I have to endure
the good-natured grousing of my wife, excluded in those days from all
college activities as a woman, but her more pointed observations on the
fit and quality of my shabby dinner jacket. Still, nothing could dull the
anticipated pleasure of feasting on lobster and it only grew as the scouts
heaved laden silver platters along the high table inviting each member
to select their own. But when it came to me the salver arrived with a
dilemma. Only one lobster remained and beyond me sat the junior-most
fellow. My choices were plain: either decline the offering on some weak
excuse – I could hardly deny my love of shellfish for the scouts never forgot
and I would be perpetually deprived of all subsequent shrimp, oysters,
and crabs – or I could place the lonely lobster on the gleaming china and
make it someone else’s problem. I understood the options instantly, but
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I couldn’t choose. I sat there for what seemed like an eternity paralysed
between my pleasure and his. Finally, I reached up and filled my plate.’1

For me the story illuminated both John’s remarkable career and his
even more remarkable personality. In his hesitation, his obvious empathy
for the plight of the junior fellow, was displayed all the compassion that
has made him such a trusted member of the profession and that draws
students and colleagues to him for advice, solace, and encouragement.
But in the end he had his lobster as well. The hesitancy and desire were
in equal measure John Morrill. He has always attained his goals and
achieved his ambitions, either through instinct or shrewd calculation.
But they never again came at the expense of the junior fellow.

II

In the 1970s, British academic careers proceeded very much according
to the old ways. It was still the case that hardly any lecturers ever rose
above that rank and the monetary incentives to do so were meagre.
Professors were administrators and few in number. Initial appointment
brought tenure and entitled its holder equally to all available perquisites.
At Oxford and Cambridge there was a venerable tradition of college
teaching that commanded respect on its own terms, and the faculties
were still a mix of older members without doctoral degrees and newer
hires with them. Research and writing was an avocation rather than a
requirement and it was undertaken as its own reward. John took to it
immediately. His early study with Dore had introduced him to the joys
of local history, particularly that of the county of Cheshire.

Local history had been a mainstay of British historical writing, but by
the 1970s it was being undertaken with a great scholarly seriousness and
purpose. The light and heat of the gentry controversy still illuminated the
historiographical landscape, but its intellectual pyrotechnics were begin-
ning to burn out. Historians turned away from large-scale generalizations
concerning aristocrats in crisis and rising or declining gentry to local case
studies where they could be tested. By the time John began his disserta-
tion research the enterprise of county history was thriving and bringing
with it a localist interpretive perspective, typified by the aphorism that
when Englishmen said their ‘country’ they meant their county. John’s
work on Cheshire combined both perspectives. His major figures were

1 If John were telling the story he would want to add two facts unknown to him at the
moment of choice: that someone ahead of him had taken two and that the cook had held
at least one back in the kitchen. The junior fellow was not ultimately deprived by John’s
choice.
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gentry who aligned their interests in their quest for social and political
power within their community. Blood relationships, geographical propin-
quity and competition for official favour: these were the gears that turned
the larger political wheels. Though he was sensitive to questions of eco-
nomic and social status within the cohorts that he studied, he was even
more attuned to the non-quantifiable determinants of their behaviour, to
religion and ideology. In homage to Dore, he wrote compelling military
history; in homage to Cooper he studied rent rolls and land transactions.
But his attention to ideas and beliefs was his own original contribution.

Cheshire 1630–1660 earned accolades for its painstaking research and
mastery of complex social and political interactions, yet it was one of sev-
eral similar studies each of which reluctantly concluded that it was par-
ticularity rather than commonalty that defined a given county’s history.
Aristocratic rivalry in Somerset, administrative organization in Sussex,
partible inheritance in Kent, all were believed to be differently determina-
tive. What was needed was a more synthetic study, one that would be true
to both the particular and the common and would render the local expe-
rience of early modern England significant. This was the achievement of
Revolt of the Provinces, John’s most influential book. It became standard
reading for generations of undergraduates, the definitive statement of
the localist perspective. Shifting focus from Westminster to the counties
uncovered critical elements of Civil War experience that had been all
but ignored. Neutrals, who existed in such profusion in the counties and
who wished for nothing so much as peace, now found their voice and
Revolt of the Provinces provided impetus for subsequent studies of groups
like the Clubmen. The war may have dominated life at the centre, but it
came mostly as an unwelcome interruption to ordinary activities in the
localities. The refusal of trained bands to cross county boundaries and
the efforts of local gentlemen to create and enforce neutrality pacts were
as much a feature of the Civil Wars from this perspective as were the
creation of Parliamentarian and Royalist armies.

A similar interest in the recovery of traditionalism, consensus and
survival in the religious sphere drew John to the study of Anglicanism.
His work reconstructed the experiences of outlawed Anglicans, a history
long buried beneath the mountain of works on revolutionary Puritanism.
Revolt of the Provinces displayed John’s unique combination of skills. It
presented a bold interpretation – so bold that it became caricatured and
necessitated a title change to Revolt in the Provinces – it displayed fresh
evidence drawn from archival research, it revealed considerable synthetic
power and, above all, it was at the very cutting edge of its subject. The bib-
liography included a long list of as yet unpublished doctoral research and
the footnotes reported the results of conversations with young scholars,
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like myself, whose work was at an even earlier stage. Moreover, Revolt
of the Provinces was written to be accessible to students. For all of the
novelty of its argument and originality of its material it never sacrificed
lucidity for detail. Its ostensible aim was to initiate undergraduates into
a new area of Civil War studies, give them a thesis to test, and provide
them with excerpts from sources to do so. But it was in fact much more
than this. Though the book followed the format of its series, it achieved
success on a far greater scale.

Because John never published another monograph comparable to his
Cheshire book it is easy to overlook his life-long engagement with archival
materials. For years family holidays were scheduled around whatever
exotic locations were convenient to record offices he had not visited. The
beauties of Somerset were reduced to a small radius around Taunton; a
picnic at Delapré Abbey was the occasion for a working session with the
Montague papers. Even trips into Wales, in partially reliable motor cars
provided by his brother-in-law, had a multiple purpose. The results of
these forays found their way into numerous articles on subjects as diverse
as the northern gentry and the Church of England. His wife, Frances,
and their growing brood of daughters patiently endured the quest for
churchwarden accounts and vestry minute books. None of them ever
caught the history bug but their support created a stable centre for John’s
life away from scholarship and the university. Frances ran the home like
a Fortune 500 company, albeit one whose finances were always precar-
ious. Activities were not so much planned as they were choreographed.
I remember once watching the family’s mesmerizing breakfast routine.
Boxes, jars and containers appeared all at once from multiple cupboards
without a word being spoken. Bowls and plates were dealt on to the table
seemingly as they were being filled, while the eldest Morrill daughter
dressed the youngest and the two middle girls prepared lunches all to the
steady tick of Frances’s internal stopwatch. Four young children were up,
dressed, fed, inspected and out the door within the compass of twenty
minutes. John’s job (and mine as well on this occasion) was to keep abso-
lutely out of the way for fear that one of us elephants would trample a
ballerina. The girls presented their own joys and challenges, each one a
personality so distinct as to cause wonder whether nature and nurture are
the only possible categories of formative influence. They seemed to have
no inkling of their father’s growing fame and stature. Frances, in partic-
ular, knew how to keep an ego at a proper level of inflation. She once
accompanied John to a public school history day where he and two other
dons sang the praises of their subject. Frances’s silence in the car on the
way home prompted John to beg for a compliment. ‘I came top, didn’t
I?’ he ventured. ‘You came second,’ was the piquant reply. ‘First prize
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wasn’t given.’ Living as a lone male within a household of five women
was not the least of John’s lifetime achievements.

The results of his archival vacations appeared in the comet spray
of important articles that followed John’s initial scholarly efforts. His
Cheshire interests led to deeply researched studies of Sir William
Davenport and Sir William Brereton and to forays into Chester diocesan
history. In two seminal pieces he offered a rereading of church history
during the Interregnum. In ‘The Church in England 1642–9’ he explored
the survival of Anglicanism during the dark years of civil war and argued
that conventional religion continued to exert a strong hold on the English
populace. In ‘The religious context of the English Civil War’, perhaps
his most influential piece, he provocatively construed the Civil Wars as
‘England’s wars of religion’, and pushed back against the secularity that
was still historiographically dominant. This was a profound interpre-
tive redirection with lasting consequences. It placed English (and later
British) experience clearly within the compass of European develop-
ments, inviting continental historians to explore the British dimension
of the Thirty Years War and inviting British historians to contemplate
comparative history. It enriched both fields. It also reframed the dispute
between revisionists and post-revisionists over the role of ideology in the
English Revolution. Religion itself was a form of ideology and exploring
it as the underlying motive of participants uncovered a wider and more
diverse set of causes for political events. Nor was John’s war of religion
limited to the Puritan avant-garde. He had already uncovered the dura-
bility of Anglican belief and practice and soon he began to contemplate
varieties of Catholicism that were another part of Britain’s theological
composition.

The turn toward religion was another example of John’s sensitivity
to the direction in which his field was moving. While producing his own
original scholarship he was already publishing surveys of the work of oth-
ers. His Seventeenth-Century Britain was much more than an annotated
bibliography, and it required him to keep abreast of the latest work in
all aspects of the field. The guide to local sources that he co-edited with
G. E. Aylmer also demanded intimate familiarity with scholarly trends.
During these years he was frequently called upon to write review essays
that allowed him to deploy his massive historiographical erudition while
prodding the field in directions he wished it to go. There can be no better
example of this knack for agenda setting than his multiple interventions
in what came to be called the British problem. John did not invent this
subject but no one did more to promote it. Alone among the so-called
‘new British historians’ he conducted serious research on the history of
all three Stuart kingdoms. He was the first to explore the problems of
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Ireland as separate from, but implicated in, those of Britain, and he for-
matively encouraged a generation of young Irish historians to explore
their country’s history in the context of its relations with England and
Scotland.2 He was now renaming the revolutionary period the ‘wars of
the three kingdoms’ or ‘the British civil wars’ and arguing not only for a
comparative perspective but also for an integrative one. He was instru-
mental in organizing three-kingdom conferences, symposia and essay
collections (two of which, The Scottish National Covenant in its British
Context and The British Problem 1534–1707, he edited). His contributions
to the new British history were both substantive and definitional and
while his enthusiasm for the subject was genuine he never went over-
board in thinking that it would provide the silver bullet in explaining the
mid-century crisis.

Indeed, as the presses poured forth new histories oriented around this
British perspective, John was drawn back to a figure who was one of the
touchstones of his lifelong passion for Civil War history. And while there
was surely a British dimension to this subject – the consequences of his
actions in Scotland and especially Ireland would reverberate down the
centuries – there was also no more quintessentially English figure than
Oliver Cromwell. Throughout his career, John has had a fascination with
Cromwell. He published an early essay in Cromwelliana and one of his
first edited collections was a landmark volume on Oliver Cromwell and
the English Revolution. His contribution to the study of Cromwell came
on many fronts. He published on the Army Revolt in 1647, the Putney
Debates of that same year, and on Cromwell’s unexpected conversion
to supporting regicide in 1648–9. Most of all, he wrote sympathetically
about Cromwell’s religion and on how everything he did was controlled
by his relation with the Almighty. The discoveries he made about the
Lord Protector’s early life and career, his activities as a government tax
collector, his almost fulfilled intention to emigrate to America in the
early1630s, his participation in prophesying circles added freshness to a
subject that was once thought exhausted. His life in the Oxford Dictionary
of National Biography is one of the gems of that collaborative venture and
has been published as a stand-alone volume. He served as president of the
Cromwell Association for a decade, and late in his career became general
editor and participated in the project to re-edit Cromwell’s letters and
speeches according to modern standards.

2 For his many services to Irish historical studies – including stints as external examiner to
both undergraduate and graduate programs, membership on Irish University appoint-
ment panels, and as an advisor to the Irish Higher Education Authority – he was elected
a member of the Royal Irish Academy in 2010.
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John’s versatility as an historian is apparent in any summary of his
publications. He is equally at home in political and religious history and
has made seminal contributions to both. His debunking of the myth
of ‘King Pym’ by the seemingly simple device of comparing the many
speeches published in his name to the many fewer that he is actually
recorded as giving was inspired. His ODNB articles included lives of
a Roman Catholic martyr and a Puritan iconoclast; of Charles I and
Oliver Cromwell. His debate with David Underdown over the ecology
of Civil War allegiance displayed his own mastery of local sources and
his wariness about the limits of their explanatory power. His forays into
Scotland and Ireland evinced a willingness to master new subjects and
open new frontiers.

But an assessment of John’s scholarly contributions cannot end with
a description of his monographs, or of his surveys written for a popu-
lar and student audience (though the Oxford Illustrated History of Tudor
and Stuart Britain has been a triumph), or even with his many seminal
articles. Impressive as these achievements are, his greatest contribution
to the vitality of his field lies in his editing and collaborating, where he
was not only able to make his own contributions but also to stimulate
others to write and publish on important, cutting-edge topics. He was the
founding and guiding editor of the Cambridge Studies in Early Modern
British History, which has produced more than eighty monographs over
the past quarter century, including the first books of many of the most
distinguished young historians in the field’s recent generations. He has
edited or co-edited thirteen collections of essays, including festschrifts,
conference proceedings and volumes on new subfields of research. In all
of these he has encouraged the work of young historians above all. None
of his volumes were trophy collections for the wellknown and wellestab-
lished. Additionally, he has himself contributed thirty-eight essays to
collections edited by others, and there are no signs that he is slowing
down. John has served continuously for thirty years as a member of the
editorial board and for ten as editor of the Historical Journal, one of the
leading venues for research on British and European history. While John
Morrill’s own scholarship places him in the first rank of his generation,
as a facilitator of the work of others he stands alone.

III

Simon Schama once told me a story about an experience he had when
researching in the private Rothschild archives. It seemed so apropos of
John. After a preliminary exchange of letters, he arrived at the chateau
and was greeted by the baron’s personal archivist. He was shown into a
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richly furnished library, with glass-fronted cases filled from floor to ceiling
with beautifully bound volumes. The heavy curtains were drawn, the air
was still, and the room was silent. Schama would sit at one end of a long
table meticulously studying the relevant documents while his chaperone
sat silently at the opposite end, his gaze fixed on space. This routine
was repeated day after day until Schama neared the conclusion of his
research. Then one morning the heavy oak door that separated the library
from the massive vestibule opened and an elderly man, immaculately
turned out and with the kind of self-possession that could only have been
bred over generations, entered. The archivist, as if he had been sentinel
against this very occurrence, leapt to his feet. Schama, slower on the
uptake, turned back to his document, but something almost magnetic
brought his work to a halt and he too stood. Slowly, the man crossed
the carpeted floor to Schama’s end of the polished table. He introduced
himself as the Baron de Rothschild, politely inquired into the nature of
Schama’s study, and made small talk for a few minutes. He then turned
his mesmerizing gaze directly upon the historian and asked: ‘Professor
Schama, do you know the motto of this family?’ Fortunately, this detail
had escaped Simon’s notice and he obliged his host with the mystification
the moment so obviously required. ‘No, I do not,’ Schama admitted.
‘Service,’ Rothschild intoned deeply. Then, glancing down to the other
end of the table, he added, ‘and we get it!’

If early modern British history received its service in the late twentieth
century, it was in large part the result of the labours of John Morrill.
Perhaps John really did have the soul of a prison governor, for there
was no onerous task that he would not willingly take up for the sake of
scholarship or collegiality. Beyond his own writing and editorial duties
he came to be in charge of a host of collaborative projects that succeeded
one another with uncanny regularity. Geoffrey Elton, a model of tireless
commitment to advancing historical study, deftly offloaded on to John the
responsibility for compiling the early modern section of the annual bib-
liography of British and Irish history. This Herculean project required
tracking all current books produced by the many publishers that then
existed; surveying the contents of all the serials that filled the periodi-
cals room of the University Library; and, most valuably, cataloguing the
contents of the annual output of the innumerable local record societies
whose volumes were rarities in libraries outside the United Kingdom. In
the days before computers, all this required manual labour of the most
pitiless kind. Entries were handwritten, typed and printed all in separate
stages with arduous proofreading at each phase. John went on to become
the founding editor of the Royal Historical Society’s bibliography. When
personal computers became available, John instantly exploited them and
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when CD-ROM was developed he transferred the accumulated biblio-
graphic records of generations onto an easily portable and fully searchable
medium. He had a technical savvy atypical of his generation and was one
of the few Cambridge historians who could give even a partially intelligi-
ble explanation of Boolean connectors. The bibliography of British and
Irish History on CD-ROM was an invaluable research tool for years until
it was supplanted by an online version.

If the Annual Bibliography required scholarly compilation on a massive
scale, John’s editorial role on the Oxford Dictionary of National Biography
involved coaxing hundreds of other historians to write the lives of more
than 6,000 seventeenth-century historical figures. John was the perfect
choice to head up the early modern section of the ODNB and to serve
on the editorial board of such a global collaborative effort. Again, his
enthusiasm for the project was irresistible. Here was a once-in-a-century
opportunity to honour those who had made significant contributions to
Britain’s past and it was John’s task not only to co-ordinate the work of
section editors and individual authors but also to decide which figures,
neglected by the Victorian Dictionary of National Biography, should be
introduced. The original DNB was to be updated but not discarded.
The first requirement was a machine-readable version of the original
volumes that would be consulted by authors but also linked to the digital
version of the new Dictionary. Scanning was still error-prone when the
project started. The editors needed a more reliable method. The solution
they hit on was ingenious. Sets of the original volumes of the DNB
were shipped to different regions of China where women unable to read
English transcribed them onto computers. Then a software program
compared the massive files. The likelihood that two typists would make
the same errors was acceptably small to make the solution both effective
and affordable.

How John found the time to concentrate on these decisions remains
mysterious, for at the same time he was editing and writing at his usual
frenetic pace and was assuming administrative roles both at Cambridge
and nationally.

Loyalty is perhaps John’s bedrock value: loyalty to family, to church,
to friends, and to institutions. At Cambridge he held nearly every office
of his college (except chaplain) and served as Vice-Master for a decade.
His term as college librarian was typical, as he threw himself into book
acquisition so fervently that he became expert in Asian history. He took
great pride in his college, whose intellectual stature and financial stability
improved steadily during his tenure there. For twenty years he has been
a syndic of the Cambridge University Press and, for a number of those, a
member of its all-important finance committee. In 2001 he began a term
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as Deputy Director of the Centre for Research in the Arts, Social Sciences
and Humanities (CRASSH), responsible for developing university-wide
programmes and raising and disbursing funds in support of research. He
would have been a natural director of the Centre, but found that he could
not generate enthusiasm for other disciplines that would match his love of
history. He confessed to me that his mind wandered during presentations
of even the most distinguished luminaries of other fields, something that
never happened to him when attending the modest early modern history
seminar that he had helped to found decades earlier. There the work of
the greenest novice riveted his attention.

In the Cambridge History Faculty John rotated through a succession
of offices, including secretary. He participated in curriculum reforms and
chaired the Part I Examinations Board – an office of some peril (he once
recalled a marking dispute that left an earlier chairman bloodied). He
also sat on innumerable appointment committees. Appointments were
his métier, and I cannot recall a conversation with him over thirty years
that did not include discussions of the British and American job market.
True, we both constantly have had students to place and swapped useful
information about anticipated vacancies and people on the move. But
John has grown into the kind of patron that had so fortuitously launched
his own career. When a junior position opened at Brown, he submitted
references for no fewer than seven contenders for the post. There were
some years when his Ph.D.s were stacked like planes landing at Heathrow
in a storm and, not unlike an air traffic controller, he inevitably brought
each one in safely.

John relishes faculty meetings as if they were Premier League fixtures.
He loves the subtleties of academic politics and he studies the preferences
and interests of his colleagues as if he were betting on the pools. He once
won a wager on the proposition that Elton would speak first on every
item of the agenda, though he had to give odds. He has an almost super-
stitious belief in veiled intentions, and delights in decoding the concealed
meaning in seemingly innocent events. He once had to interview a senior
member of the faculty with whom he had lukewarm relations. ‘He asked
me to come at two o’clock,’ he complained to me. ‘Do you know what
that means?’ I was completely mystified. Two o’clock: low biorhythms?
A late nooner? What could two o’clock possibly mean? John explained,
‘It is absolutely the only time of day that he wouldn’t have to offer any
kind of refreshment. He would see me, but I wasn’t welcome.’ He would
never attend a committee meeting without a multi-pronged strategy. His
after-battle reports were an education in itself. He was master of the
game and played it with a subtlety unknown to me.
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By the middle of his career, John was making his mark well beyond East
Anglia. He became a presiding presence in those national institutions that
keep both historical study and the pursuit of knowledge alive and thriv-
ing. In the Royal Historical Society he became a member of council and
then vice-president. His chief interest was in the society’s publication
efforts. He strongly supported the subvention that kept the Studies in
History monograph series alive, and used his connections among pub-
lishers to stabilize its finances. Studies in History primarily published the
work of young historians, a service increasingly eschewed by university
presses. John not only kept the series afloat but also ensured its quality
by directing worthy scholarship its way. He persuaded the society to take
control and financial responsibility for the bibliography on which he had
laboured for so long. Once online it quickly became the essential site for
bibliographical information on all areas of British and Irish history.

John has received many honours, but none pleased him as much as
his eventual election to the British Academy. From the outside this may
have looked like a foregone conclusion, but John never considered it as
such and there were some bumps and bruises along the way. The poli-
tics of the early modern section of the Academy’s history group delight
him even more than do those of Cambridge, though to my voyeuristic
disappointment he treats them as if they were the arcana of the papal
curia. Now and then he asks my views on the accomplishments of one or
another historian, to gauge ‘international opinion’ as he calls it. Other-
wise he keeps secret deliberations secret, though I can tell he is occasion-
ally bursting to rehearse some remarkable development. John quickly
became devoted to the Academy and accepted time-consuming mem-
bership on various committees. During one rather hectic year he served
on both the Academy’s grants committee and the Arts and Humanities
Council Research Board. Together he sorted through hundreds of grant
proposals and developed an encyclopaedic knowledge of what was being
done throughout the field. Eventually he was elected vice-president of
the Academy. When I asked him about the duties of the vice-president
he responded with only a touch of sarcasm that while the president waved
the flag of British academia in Paris and Rome, the vice-president did
the same in Aberystwyth and Hull. He had a reverence for the Academy
and its members and is especially honoured when asked to write obitu-
aries of its members. His piece on John Kenyon was a remarkable labour
of love, though he hardly knew the man in life. He had to negotiate
the sensibilities of a skittish widow and colleagues who developed sud-
den memory lapses. Not only did he reread Kenyon’s considerable cor-
pus, but also gained access to his correspondence. There John found a
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xxx Mark A. Kishlansky

kindred spirit in dozens of mischievous letters of recommendation, each
of which required careful decoding. The one that delighted him most
was ambiguously profound: the recommended candidate would fit into
the department ‘like a weevil into a ship’s biscuit’.

I have experienced John’s loyalty on many occasions, when he stood
godfather to my son or performed the funeral service for my wife. But
the occasion when it was most tested was when I submitted an essay
to the Historical Journal during his editorship. The essay bluntly chal-
lenged the veracity of the work of another writer in the field who hap-
pened to hold a junior position at Cambridge. Since that work had been
published in the Historical Journal it was only appropriate that the exposé
appear there as well. The situation was awkward all around but John was
predictably scrupulous in handling my submission, sending the essay to
senior scholars in the field for vetting (to this day I don’t know who they
were). Their responses were less than pleased. The reviewers didn’t like
me or the exercise I had undertaken, but they believed it merited publi-
cation. Each fastidiously inspected numerous claims that I had made and
pronounced them valid. On this basis John then set out to test my essay
as well. He accepted the article, but asked that I either fortify or delete
a number of charges that he found unpersuasive. He also informed me
that the amended essay would then be submitted to the original author
for response.

Once that happened, all hell broke loose. John was pressured from
every direction with a single message: kill Kishlansky’s essay. Unfounded
rumours circulated that I was acting as his cat’s-paw, or that he had
penned the piece himself, or, more damaging, that he had abused his
editorial responsibility. Though my target held only a position as a Col-
lege fellow, in these fantasies he became rival to John himself, initiating
unpleasant speculation as to his motives in printing so critical a piece. In
a closed society like Cambridge these accusations reverberated unbear-
ably. Finally, a senior member of the field sent him a menacing missive.
He claimed to have examined over thirty of the points in dispute and
found that I was wrong on every one of them. He warned John that if
he published the essay the reputation of the Historical Journal would be
damaged beyond repair and that John’s own career would be ruined.
These were not idle threats and this was the moment that a weaker man
might have backed away. John had nothing to gain and much to lose. If
he asked that I withdraw the essay questions about his judgement would
be stifled and speculation about his motives ended. If, instead, he went
forward he risked permanent rupture with distinguished colleagues and
a controversy which, one way or the other, would imperil the reputation
of the journal. For the next two days John did nothing but check these
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thirty-odd points, spending long hours in the University Library weigh-
ing three accounts of a scattered set of sources. Reassured of his original
judgement he sent a reply conciliatory in tone but scathing in analysis.
The essay was published and years of bitterness ensued.

IV

For several years in the early 1990s John and I spent a week together at
a National Endowment of the Humanities summer institute. The insti-
tute was designed to rejuvenate the research interests of participants who
held positions in American teaching colleges. They were to be introduced
to the latest historiographical trends and the newest historical methods,
while being afforded time to work on their own scholarship. John led
a week’s worth of sessions on the Civil War and invited me, as a vis-
iting fireman, to conduct one on the New Model Army. But our real
purpose was to spend time together away from the pressure of families
and of our increasingly busy professional lives. The institute was held in
a small southern Californian town, the kind of which it is observed ‘it
gets late early there’. Seminar leaders and participants had the choice of
two family-style restaurants and one bar and sooner or later we would
find ourselves all together talking about our historical interests and pro-
fessional experiences. Once each year in this company either John or
I would innocently ask the other a question that we had discussed on
many occasions: ‘If for the rest of your life you had to choose between
only teaching or only producing scholarship which would you choose?’
Before either of us provided an answer we turned the question on the
seminar participants, most of them young historians in the early years of
their career and all of them facing a life of college teaching. Their answers
were usually predictable. Those already estranged from their positions
or ambitious for a place at a prestigious university chose research and
writing. Those who seemed happiest and treated the institute more as a
social than an intellectual occasion plumped for a life in the classroom.
When our turns finally came we both made the same choice. We held
positions that allowed us to balance research and teaching and we had
access to the best resources and the brightest students. For us this was
purely hypothetical. But we were sure that if only allowed one of the two
activities we would both choose teaching.

Our shared teaching experiences never extended to undergraduate
education. The English and American systems were just too different
for any of the innovations in which we were each involved to be of use to
the other. To this day I have only a partial understanding of what reading
history at Cambridge entails and find talk of tripos (which in defiance of
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